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PREFACE

The original popular image of the Teacher Corps was that of a fed-
erally fut.ded program to prepare graduates of liberal arts curricula to
teach in inner-ity disadvantaged schools through a two-year work-
study internship. It aimed at improving the quality of teaching in city
slums and arc is of rural poverty by introducing a new population and
different preparation patterns into the teaching profession.

Le %s from the Tead.er Corps sounds like a how-to-do-it book.
Those of us who work in teacher education are keenly aware that
teachers in training are searching for tit_ magic recipe for teaching.
Education students complain that they get vague generalities and theo-
retical principles when they ask for specific techniques and firm rules.
This mind-set of searching for the secret formula may account for much
of the expressed dissatisfaction with education courses. Dissatisfaction
may inhere in the complexity of the teacher-learner relationship. We
know there are no simple rules which one person can hand to another.
Perhaps. then, we should adopt the message of a popular poster: "The
trouble is that I had tired half my life before I discovered it was a 'do it
yourself thing.' "

This booklet, in spite of its title, will not tell you how to set up a
teacher corps, nor will it tell you how to succeed in teaching in the
inner city. It is a nontechnical summary of an extensive sociological
investigation of the Teacher Corps, conducted under the auspices of the
National Education Association and financed by the Ford Foundation.

Although scores of universities and hundreds of schools were in-
voked in the Teacher Corps program, this study is restricted to ten
universities and forty-two schools. Using data drawn from observation,
questionnaires, and interviews with several hundred teachers, pro-
fessors, and interns, the authors succeed in presenting a composite
picture of the program, the successes achieved, the issues faced, and the
problems left unsolved.

The Teacher Corps was to do for the slums of America what the
Peace Corps ideally did for the underdeveloped nations. There were
high hopes that it would appeal to the young idealistic reformer. This
booklet helps relate these aspirations to reality while giving some
insights into educational change. It dues not attempt to determine
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whether tee Teacher Corps was a success, but it points out in nontech-
nical terms what various units of the Teacher Corps did, what methods
worked, and what problems were encountered. The report is especially
timely since Congress is currently reconsidering the future of the 'reach-
er Corps.

Finally, this booklet provides insights into the process of social and
organizational change that have broad implications for teacher educa-
tion. If the reader wishes to pursue some of its suggestions in greater
depth, she or he may refer to the major publication of this study.
Reform and Orenizational Survival: Tlw Teacher Corps as an Instru-
ment of Educational Change. *

Donald .%I. Sharpe
Professor of Education

Indiana State University

'This book may be obtained from the publisher, Wiley.Interscience, 605 Third Avenue, New
York, New York 10016.
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OVERVIEW

This is an abbreviated summary of an extensive study of ten Teacher
Corps programs in operation during 1969-1970. The conclusions re.ched
here are based on an early phase of the Teacher Corps (the second
and third cycles), and consequently, the details are not fully applicable
to the program as it exists today. The program was evolving during the
course of the study, and it has continued to change since the study was
completed. Nevertheless, the basic outlines of the program were being
forged and its direction was being formulated during the period studied.
Therefore, much of what has been learned will have implications for
loag-rang policies that are being shaped todaydecisions about the
future of teacher education as well as the fate of the Teacher Corps.

This report comes at a timely moment when Congress is reconsider-
ing the future of the 'leacher Corps. If it has been of any assistance in
this task, the project will have been worthwhile. But in addition to the
immediate question of the Teacher Corps' future, we want to draw
upon the study for insights into the processes of social and organiza-
tional change and the broader implications for teacher education.

Several intertwined questions, which guided the study, will serve as
themes for this discussion. They are stated briefly here, together with
some brief answers. The remainder of the report is an explication and
expansion of this overview.

(l ) Can a coherent, federally guided program to reform teacher edu-
cation be implemented in this country?

The report traces the difficulties the Teacher Corps had establishing a
viable blend between the firm central control needed to maintain a
coherent program and the local ittionomy that has been character-
istic 4,1 education in this cony try. Varied political interests and
organizational pressures in the local districts where the program
I permed compromised its integrity. This report describes how the
program adapted to these political and organizational constraints.
The utility of organizational theory for understanding and inter-
prting reform programs is demonstrated.
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(2) Is there justification for attempting to impose a single model of
reform for teacher education, however loose the structure?

It proved to be impossible to maintain uniform standards within the
program among the wide diversity of local conditions that, in fact,
existed. There were great variations in the excellence of the partici-
pating schools and colleges, in the characteristics of the populatio
served, and in the particular educational needs and expectations of
each locale. It proved to be difficult to take these differences into
account within the single model applied on a national scale. Iron-
ically, the few alternative models that evolved within the program
had the effect of dissipating the potential of the dominant model.
The issue was how specific can, or should, a national model be, given
the local variation? In effect a theoretical national model had to be
adapted and structured differently in each local circumstance.

Oppressive stereotypes and simple, single-minded solutions were
inadvertently promoted by the uniform-model approach. These
stereotypes arc implicit in terms such as "the black community,"
"the black teachers," "the black people," "poor people," and the
like. The 'reacher Corps was designed to cope with problems that arc
obviously more characteristic of some groups than of others, but this
fact eclipsed the heterogeneity existing within these groups. At the
same time, little systematic thought was given to identifying unique
principles of learning that might apply to different segments of a
pluralistic society.

(3) Can change he produced by introducing outside agents (interns)
who have not yet achieved professional status and who differ sub-
stantially from the typical professional?

The strategy of using interns as change agents produced discordance.
Often it directly challenged existing practices and forced some
authorities to reexamine their assumptions. However, the strategy
produced very little discernible lasting change, except in a few lim-
ited circumstances. The program was not able to satisfactorily weld
the change-agent role to that of the traditional classroom teacher and
the college professor, just as it was not able to combine it with the
in tertiship.

The strategy of introducing change-minded, young new teachers was
based on several different factors: (a) their social backgrounds, their
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political values, and their attitudes toward teaching differed substan-
tially from those of the experienced classroom teachers and many of
the college professors in the program as well: (h) they were both
students and part of a change-agent leant effort: and (t) there were
few settings. either within the program or within public education. in
which their impatience for reform could be usefully accommodated.
The experience in this program raises serious questions about
whether teacher education c art SrVC as an effective mechanism for
educational refinnt, and indeed, whether either universities or
schools can effectively lead reform efforts. No matter how well
trained the interns or the teachers, it seems unrealistic to hold them
responsible for leading school reform while they face the day -to -days
time-consuming tasks and the constraints of their jobs.

(.1) Are there strategies whereby teacher 'raining institutions and
school systems can cooperate more effective., o improve education?

It %vas found that when schools changed as a result of the program,
cooperation between the schools and universities Was largely respon-
sible. The needed cooperation seldom took place, however, and then
only because certzin individuals in critical, linking roles shared liberal
social and political values. More typically, classroom teachers and
college professors were relatively remote from one ;mother and re.
mained defensive about their own statuses and the prerogatives of
their positions, seniority, and special interests. Some of the condi-
tions that seemed to facilitate or block cooperation are mentioned in
the rewirt. ;owe% cr. the study found no stttailled effort being
Made in the program to examine this 'talus defensiveness and to
experiment systematically with different strategies of coping with it.

(5) Wo Uhl whooi. and universities become more flexible and feSpoll-
siVe if members of the local community were given more opportunity
to influence arm participate in reform programs?

In .t sense. ibis is the most far-reaching issue addressed by the Teach.
er Corps. And yet, it is also the mist disappointing aspect of the
program. What community involvement entails was neither clearly
defined nor institutionalized, although instances of promising
appniaches were tuned here and there.
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The community dimension of the program was undermined by the
dominant strategy for change, which was to add new roles and
responsibilities to the traditional ones. People were assigned new
responsibilities without being provided the necessary authority, time,
and new resources. The overload responsibilities, including com-
munity activitks, were the first to be disregarded under the pressures
of time. Furthermore, given the stru k between school and uni-
versity officials to control the program and its resources, neither
were inclined to include members of the community in their plans. It
would have been necessa to mandate community participation in
order to achieve it, and that was not done. Under these circum-
stances, whatever community influences were exercised over the pro-
gram emerged only after the fact, often only when a program was in
trouble. Thus, ironically, this potent force for change frequently had
a very conservative impact on the local programs.

Yet we believe that, in many places at least, more community partici-
pation in such programs is essential in the future. A coalition govern-
ing body that includes carefully selected citizens, third parties who
in turn might have their own change-agent representatives in the
school, could provide incentives for change that neither universities
nor schools by themselves have been able to achieve.
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INTRODUCTION

What Is the Teacher Corps?

The Teacher Corps was established by Congress in 1965 on the basis
of legislation proposed by Senator Edward Kennedy, who wanted to
form a corps of experienced teachers to work for a year or two in
schools attended by poor children, and by Senator Gaylord Nelson,
who proposed to extend the Cardozo Peace Corps Program in Urban
Teaching which had been operating in central Washington, D. C.

The aims of the Teacher Corps, as stated in the original
were to strengthen educational opportunities for children in areas
where low-income families arc concentrated, to attract and prepare
people to teach in such areas through coordinated work-study pro -
grams, and to encourage colleges and universities, schools, and state
departments of education to work together to improve teacher educa-
tion. To do this, in the words of one brochure, the Teacher Corps was
seeking to provide an internship of two years, to involve the com-
munity as a training ground, to utilize the team approach for training
purposes, to provide for special and continuous supervision of interns,
to incorporate the spirit of the Peace Corps, and to establish a closer
relationship between theory and practice. It was also seeking to attract
potential teachers among liberal arts graduates who might not otherwise
have entered education and to extend the classroom into the com-
munity.

The beginning of the program inspired new hope for education of the
poor, and for teacher education, in a variety of people. President
Johnson valued it as a synthesis:

Our country is blessed with young men and women who desire to
serve those less fortunate than themselves. In the ranks of experi-
enced teachers there are others who would devote part of their lives
to children in most critical need. The Teacher Corps offers a practical
means of uniting the idealism and wisdom of each -young graduates
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and accomplished teachers -and thus enriching the lives of coming
generations.

Congressman John Brademas drew a parallel: "It presents an opportuni-
ty for young college graduates who wish to render service here at home
in the same way that young people have served abroad in the Peace
Corps."

As teacher education, however, it had no parallel. Donald M. Sharpe,
who directed a program at Indiana State University, called the Teacher
Corps "possibly the most radical experiment in teacher education ever
tried. It can teach the profession a lot. At one and the same time it was
trying to prepare teachers or roles that had not previously existed by
means that had never been tried." An assistant dean considered it "very
safe to predict that the fringe benefits of the 'teacher CorIri money will
be to revitalize teacher education in the United States."

Both the National Education Association (NEA) and the American
Federation of 'teachers (AFT) favored the Teacher Corps. The NEA
testified before Congress that "we have supported, and continue to
support, the Teacher Corps as an innovative experimental program to
provide teachers f or urban and rural schools with large concentrations
of children from I,w-income families."

the NEA had surveyed the supekintendents and principals involved
in the first year of the program and found that nine out of ten thought
Corps members had excellent rapport with classroom teachers and
supervisors, rated the training "adequate" or "excellent," and planned
to continue the program. Other studies found that three-fourths of the
school and university personnel thought the Corps was the best way
they had ever used to train teachers.

The staff of the national Teacher Corps office were equally opti-
mistic. In 1966 they issued an enthusiastic press release:

A NEW DIMENSION IN TEACHING. Teacher Corps men and
women will be pioneering experimental programs that the schools
hm had neither time nor staff to develop. They will make inventive
use of the curriculum, approaching it from new angles that may
"connect" for the hard-to-reach youngster. They will extend teach-
ing beyond the classroom, and look for new ways to involve parents

the mysteries of the learning process. They will work with adult
education programs, and with local health and welfare agencies, with
youth organizations, social clubs and civic groups. In many ways,
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Teacher Corps members will be convincing poverty childrenand
their parents who more than likely were school drop-outs in theirday that school is part of the good life, not something they mustendure until their "sentence" is up. The Teacher Corps carries theidea of the "lighted sehoolh :se" a place that is open from dawn to
dusk. ...

The program actually began operation in 1966. During the rtrst four
two-year cycles, it graduated more than 3,000 interns and 600 experi-
enced teachers. Nearly 250 school systems- *Surhatttof them urban

Xand half rural -in 27 states and Puerto RicO takon part in the
program. By the fifth cycle, there were programs in 10 percent of the
country's graduate schools of education, as well as three percent of the
state colleges. These included schools in 17 of the 25 largest cities,
among them New York, Chicago, Detroit, Philadelphia, Los Angeles,
Kansas City, Miami, Atlanta, Seattle, and Dallas. There were teams in
Appalachian towns, in the Ozarks, in the rural South, in migrant com-
munities, in Indian schools, and in Spanish-speaking communities in
New York, Florida, and the Southwest.

What Restraints Were Placed on the Program?

Despite the hopes it inspired and the extent of its scope, the national
Teacher Corps has struggled from the beginning to overcome the re-
straints born with the program:

(1) The necessity of working within the existing structures of public
and teacher education. This subjected the intended function of the
Teacher Corps to distortion and cooptation :rom several sources before
it reached the point of action.

(2) Chronically low and late funding. One hundred million dollars a
year was authorized in the legislation that established the Corps, but
the first year Congress appropriated only $9.7 million. By 1972, the
annual appropriation had risen to less than 40 percent of the sum
authorized.

(3) Congress passed successive legislation designed to decentralize
control and to concentrate decision making at the local kvel. specific-
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ally in the schools. Since the initial national Teacher Corps legislation
the following major changes have been mandated by Congress:

(a) Team leaders must be selected from the local schools

(b) Interns must be recruited locally and be subjected to
and dismissal by school districts

(c) Intens must not he paid salaries which are competitive with
teachers' salaries, and

(d) The programs must be distributed among the states rather than
concentrated in only a few.

approval

Other changes have permitted education as well as liberal arts graduates
to become interns, and have allowed school districts as well as colleges
to become prime contractors. School districts have tended to use their
discretion to stress the help the Corps can give hard-pressed teachers in
ghetto or rural slum schools, and the mission of change has been
neglected accordingly.

The Teat-her Corps office is restricted by the fact that budgeting and
staffing are centralized in the U. S. Office of Education. Its budget is
not at the disposal of the staff: the amount of the operating budget
depends on the amount of the grants dispensed. The office is, therefore,
understaffed and lacks the travel funds to give the local programs rea-
sonable supervision.

What Strategies Has the National Office Used?

The national office has used several strategies to combat its handi-
caps and approach its goals.

(I) It has drawn broad support for its survival from its necessary
contacts with existing universities and school districts. These contacts
demonstrate that the Corps doesn't exist in a hothouse situation but is
capable of maintaining itself in schools for the poor and in colleges of
education.
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(2) Because the program has become highly decentralized, the
national office has attempted to make its influence fit primarily
through the selection of what programs to fund. In order to have the
most leverage possible, preference is apparently given proposals from
colleges that need money. To enable more programs to be funded, each
college gets a small amount on the philosophy that even a small sum
can provide sufficient financial leeway needed to experiment with
change. In the 10 sites studied in cycles two and three, for example,
the average grant was $300,00t: about $7,000 per intern. The colleges
receive eight percent for overhead expenses, but no tuition for the
interns. (In order for this level of funding to effect change, the Teacher
Corps had to attract proposals from colleges that shared its goals. When
the Corps was founded, brochures, press releases, and speeches empha-
sized the help interns could give teachers and deemphasized the Corps'
stated goal, namely, to change colleges and schools. This tack probably
helped the Corps survive its first delicate development. Since then, the
stress in the publicity has steadily shine,' to the role of the intern as
change agent. It seems that it became safe to talk about change as the
groups who were initially worried about the Corps' effect became re-
assured; at the same time, the national office let colleges and universi-
ties know that proposals involving extensive innovations would be well
received.)

(3) The national office also has tried to maximize the program's
impact by funding local programs for alternate cycles only, and by
progressively decreasing the funding each year until the program
becomes self-sufficient. Since it costs more to institute a program than
to maintain it, the strategy assumes that once the initial costs are met
the institution will be able to meet the lower sustaining expenses.

(4) The Teacher Corps has also maintained itself as a moving target
by shifting au' image of the intern (from teaching assistant to change
agent), by proliferating its stated goals, and by cons-antly varying its
basic program. Since the goals were never listed in order of importance,
the program has drawn support from every faction that supports any of
them. And since there are several variations of the Teacher Corps
formulaschc.,1 assistance and teacher training programs for under-
graduates. Vietnam veterans from minority groups, and adult and ado-
lescent tutorsthe program can draw support from an even wider base.
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What Were the Risks of the Various Strategies?

All of these strategies carry risks with them. The very structure of
the local programs, for example, unfortunately invites distortion.

( ) The complexity of the program and the division responsibili-
ties allows program officers and school people to strengthen some parts
of the experience (.g.. classroom work) at the expense of others (e.g..
community projects). Such shifts have taken place either while the
program was being planned or during the internship experience.

(2) The fact that Awls have been spread over so many different
institutions, many of them among the poorest and least prestigious
colleges. almost assures that the Teacher Corps will have no effect
beyond the institutions involved. They generally lack the prestige to
influence the character of teacher education throughout the nation, And
they are not even large; in fact. only three of the twenty-five institu-
tions that prepai: most of the nation's teachers have taken part in more
than one two-yea, cycle. The leading institutions, whose innovations
are likely to have national impact, have been unwilling to give up any
control to a federal agency for the small sums involved. Ileavy funding
of a few programs in large and prestigious institutions might have had
a greater effect on teacher education nationwide.

(3) There is little evidence that the temporary character ofprogram
funding has encouraged the colleges and schools to carry on the pro-
gram with their !ne money. Rather, it seems that once the funds are
exhausted the Corps program is dropped or withers away or loses its
original character. Only one in five universities that took part in the
first cycle remained through the fifth when the federal financing was
withdrawn. Because the programs are temporary, moreover, the pro-
gram directors, team leaders, and coordinators often regard their posi-
tions in the Corps as stepping-stones or stopgaps rather than enduring
professional commitments.

(4) Finaliy, goal proliferation produces erratic changes in direction
and dissipation of effort and leaves interns and other program partici-
pants vlunerable to one another'.s varying concepts of the intern's role.
The alternative forms of the program, while securing support for the
Corps as a whole, have drained resources from the basic model. In
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projected budgets for fiscal 1970, for example, less money was allotted
to the basic model than to the alternate programs.

How Did the Local Programs Studied Work?

The typical local Teacher Corps program was headed by a program
director who was usually on the faculty of the college of education.
The program was planned mainly by college faculty members. Only
occasionally did school teachers or top administrators in the college or
university get involved in setting up the program. The college and the
participating school district each controlled part of the funds; the pro-
portions varied, but the school district, which paid the interns S75 a
week, controlled the larger share. A typical program involved about 33
intents working in five teams. A team was headed by a team leader,
who most often was chosen by the principal. There was also a program
coordinator in each cooperating school system who was responsible for
coordinating activities in the school district with the program director.

The program had a preservice component (college theory and back-
ground courses and seminars) of about eight weeks, intended to give the
interns and team leaders some special preparation for teaching disad-
vantaged children. This was followed by the internship itself, during
which the interns spent about sixty. percent of their time in the schools.
Thcy began with such tasks as working with small groups on lessons
planned by the teacher; they acquired more responsibility with experi-
ence. They spent another twenty percent of their time in college
courses that might help them fit their experiences into usable concepts
about teaching the poor by providing interns with background informa-
tion and encouraging an exchange of ideas. The rest of the interns' time
was spent working on projects in the school community.

Why Evaluate the Teacher Corps?

The Teacher Corps is a federal program intended to attack the prob-
lem of poverty in America by improving education in schools attended
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mainly by poor children. The fact that teachers are the part of the
school experience that makes the most difference to poor children
underscores the significance of this program's efforts to change the way
the teachers are educated. The program is based on the idea that change
can 1w accomplished by bringing a new kind of teacher into an estab-
lished environment and asking the neophyte to help define the role of
the professional while he is being socialized in that role. To do this the
Teacher Corps brings liberal arts graduates into public schools and col-
leges of education for a two-year internship.

Deliberate efforts to change professions are becoming more common
and more important is both middle class and poor clients become
increasingly dissatisfied with such services as education, social welfare,
health, and law. Evaluation of the Teacher Corps program can show the
results of some change strategies employed in education, the forces that
help and hinder efforts to change, and the effects of applying the
different strategies in %arious combinations of circumsta:wes.

How Did the Evaluation Come About?

In the fall of 1967, stall members of the National Education Associa-
tion who believed an evaluation of the Teacher Corps could be valuable
for those trying to improve the schools and the profession initiated a
meeting of representatives of the NEA's Commission on Teacher Educa-
tion and Professional Standards,* the Ford Foundation, and the Teach-
er Corps. All three groups were interested in the kind of information an
evaluation of the Teacher Corps could provide and agreed that the
study should be done. Because the Corps itself had no money budgeted
for evaluation, the Foundation agreed to finance it. An independent
advkory committee representing universities, public schools, and teach-
er organizations was appointed to guide the study: the Teacher Corps
national staff agreed to cooperate and to refrain from trying to influ-

*nu Commission his since. tern merged With other units into the NEA Pingrams in Instruction
And Nufrlicaion41 Drvr'etinent.
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once the results and from disseminating reports without permission; and
a research team headed by Ronald Corwin was selected.

How Was the Study Conducted?

The 'reacher Corps was recognized as a complex program. Local
programs within the Corps varied a great deal. Even within local pro-
grams, various similar components differed and programs varied from
year to year. Measuring inputs and narrow program outcomes hardly
seemed possible; even if such an approach were possible it could hardly
he justified because it would ignore the intervening conditions responsi.
bk. for outcomes, the process. Only if process is fully understood
Cali outcomes be improved or replicated in other settings.

Evaluating the Teacher Corps, then, was seen as a more difficult and
complex task than setting up a controlled experiment .vith specific
goals and measurable results. Whereas an experiment conducted under
controlled conditions can produce results that are specific and tangible,
the evaluation of a complex undertaking like the 'reacher Corps would
provide no simple verdicts. In fact, this study did not aim to determine
how well the program as a whole achieved its goals nor to arrive at a
categorical acceptance or rejection of the program as a whole. Put
another way, this study did not set out to determine whether or not the
Teacher Corps "worked." Rather, it attempted to determine in what
respects and under what conditions different aspects of the program
were more effective than other viable alternatives. The intent was not
to catalog each component of the program, bit by bit, but to arrive at a
grasp, and ultimately a qualitative assessment, of the overarching but
variant patterns within and among the programs.

In addition to identifying some components of teacher education
programs that seem to be relatively effective under specified conditions
and some training models that are appropriate for various settings,
objectives, and resources, one of the most important outcomes of the
study is to suggest approaches to evaluating complex programs and to
formulate questions that can be answered by research. These questions
can be as significant as and ultimately more useful than the simple one,
does the Teacher Corps work? They can have implications that extend
beyond the immediate problems of the Teacher Corps and point toward
ways of improving the profession.
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What Were the Special Aims of the Study?

The special aims of the study were:

( ) To discover whether bringing 'leacher Corps intents into a school
changes relationships among teachers and between teachers and stu-
dents

(2) To identify the distinctive changes that occur in different types
of schools and universities and in different types of programs during
Teacher Corps internship

(3) To discover changes in the interns' idea of their role during
internship.

The study searched for signs of improvement that might have
occurred because of the program, rather than attempting to determine
how the program measured up to ideal standards. A comparathse model
of research was measuring Teacher Corps programs at different
sites, one against the other, to see what strategies, program elements,
And environments produced the greatest success. Also, a variable testing
approach was used. The objective was to understand how the program
produces whatever effects it has by identifying those elements of the
program respowible for the effects that are (or are not) produced.

Tools for the study were not readily at hand. The team was able to
draw parts of the questionnaires used from established tests to get at
specific factors; other parts had to he specially formulated. The several
questionnaires administered measured respondents' backgrounds. occu-
pational intentions, attitudes toward teaching, attitudes toward racial
minorities, opinions on the effectiveness of the various types of people
involved in the local programs, political attitudes, opinions on different
segments of the Teacher Corps program and their results, and feelings
about the program as a whole.

From research studies on teaching effectiveness a composite picture*
was developed of an ideal teacher for schools that serve poor children.
Analyses were performed to discover whether the interns approximated

Corwin, Ronald G., Reformed Organtzatimuil Survival: the Teacher Corps as an Instrument of
Educational lhange. New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1973. pp. 79-80,
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this ideal more closely than experienced teachers and what effect these
ideal characteristics had on Attempts to change the schools.

Tlw team did not attempt to measure children's learning systentat
ically. Such a goal would have been Zoo great for the scope of the
'teacher Corps study and, in any event, the results would have been
suspect: intents were imolved in the classroom in so many ways and in
such varying degrees that the scores from different schools, or even
from different classrooms, would not have been comparable.

The data were collected front 10 of 35 second- and third-cycle pro-
grains. sites were deliberately chosen from among the better pro-
gr.ians as rated by the national staff of the 'teacher Corps: three were
rated as gmtd, three as alnn'e- average, and two below-average (none
were selected from among those rated as poor). 'the programs were
located in various parts of the country and represented both urban and
rural areas. Four were connected with schools that had predominantly
black student bodies; two invoked Chicano or Indian children. At each
site the study included at least three schools that were taking part in
the Teacher Corps program and, for rough comparison, one that was
not 42 schools in all among the 10 sites.

When the study began, in the fall of 1968. five of the ten programs
invoked were in the second cycle of 'teacher Corps operation, which
began in the fall of 1967 (each fall a new two-year cycle begins) and in
their own second and final year of existence. The other five were third-
y programs in their first year of operation; four of these were the

Teaches` Corps programs to be conducted at their respective sites.
The study team visited all ten sites from October 1968 to March

1969, spending a week at each administering questionnaires, conducting
interviews, and observing the program. A total of 1,293 individuals
responded to the questi4,imaires -interns, teachers, and principals in
participating schools, participating college faculty, and graduate stu-
dents in education who were not in the Teacher Corps program; 932 of
these persons were also interviewed personally.

Tlw team revisited the five third-cycle programs in the spring of
1970, readminisicring the questionnaires to 305 persons to measure the
difference a year had made in their responses. One member of the team
spent twenty days observing and recording patterns of interaction and
activities at four of these five sites. In addition. the team used official
records, viterviewer,:' field notes, and diaries kept by some of the
interns.
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r. ow Is the Study Reported inThis Document?*

The report which follows is a generalized version of the findings of
the comprehensive study reported by Corwin in keform and Organiza-
tional Survival: The Teacher Corps as an Instrument of Educational
Change'. Two kinds of information are woven together throughout the
report:

(1) the generalized findings from the 10 'teacher Corps sites studied,
and

(2) Illustrative material drawn from two different sites.

The latter is anecdotal information from a site labled Urban and a
second site 'aided Southern. The sites differ in many ways. They repre-
sent more titan an urban /rural contrast. There are more than commun-
ity and regional differences. The idea is to portray a picture by actual
examples of some of the information reported in the generalized find-
ings, hoping that concrete illustrations convey a better sense of the way
the actual sites studied operated.

What Was Southern University Like?

Southern University was located ina town of about 4,500. It enrolled
about 1,500 students, almost all of them white. By usual staniards,
the university ranked low academically. Almost half the faculty of
education thought of themselves as conservative; none as very liberal or
radical. Nearly all the students in the schools participating in the pro-

*It should Atrened that the information and conclutionA in this report are drawn from the
teav the program Was operating during the second and third cycks. Since that time, the
program has continued to evolve and change. Recently. there has been reliance upon com-
petency-bawd rekwation. portal and multi-unit schools and computer-assisted management and
control systems. Through these various plans the Teacher Corps has attempted to place more
emphasis on the tibjetive of institutional charier, to break the barriers that separate educa-
tional authorities. to make tram teaching a more viable and central part of the program, and to
inure clearly specify the roles of those involved, in give equal parity status to parents and
community mrmbers, and to provide ongoing feedback and evaluation. While these seem to hr
conimrndabk and promising developments, it is slit too early to determine whether the obsta-
cle* that deflected the earlier plans can be surmounted through these changes.
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gram were black; most were poor. The Teacher Corps staff also were
nearly all black, whereas the superintendent and several principals were
%%hitt.. The teat leers ranked (eighth out of the ten sites studied) in
the quality of the undergraduate colleges they attended (as measured
by an index based int the colleges resources and how wleetive its
policies were). One team leader was replaced because of his "extrem-
ism": half the interns cittisidered his replacement incompetent. Both
white team leaders considered themselves conservative: the black team
leader considered himself "very liberal." The original program directiff
resigned out of frustration. even before the actual internship began.

What Was Urban University L ike?

The mit iotur Teacher Corps office judged the program at Urban Uni-
versity to be' one of its hest local programs. The university was the
largest of the 10 institutions studied and was located in a poen- neigh-
borhood iti a large cosmopolitan Eastern city. The college was known
for leadership in improving ghetto education, and was operating six
other training programs. The faculty was liberal, i.e., they ranked
second in the proportion who considered themselves "very liberal." The
teachers in the cooperating schools considered themselves moderately
conservative and insistent on classroom discipline. Nlost belonged to a
teachvr union. A high proportion held master of arts degrees from
relatively good schools. Like the teachers, most of the students were
black, and more than half were quite poor. The principals were highly
supportive of the program, and the teachers were highly loyal to the
administration. One of Urban University's strongest features was its
community involvement component. which many of the university fac-
ulty members supported strongly.

Ti water. these two programs illustrate many of the Teacher Corps'
strengths .111d weaknesses.
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

What Was Discovered in the College Experience?

college !acuities generally didn't want basic change in their own
institutions, although they sometimes wanted to see the schools change.
The most common strategies they used to avoid ha.-c change were to
make minor alterations in existing programs or add 1 them. Both
strategies made it less likely that fundamenta! changes would he re-
quired or that existing programs would have to give up funds or staff.

Most people involved in the programs agreed that college courses had
been changed, usually by adding material ahtnit teaching the poor,
especially racial minorities. I lowever, only one person in six thought
these courses had more than slight value, and even they usually con-
ceded that fundamental changes in program had not been made. Prob-
ably for this reason three-fourths of the interns and others in the
programs thought the coursework was the least relevant part of the
internship. Although more than half the university faculty and program
directors thought the preservice part of the internship was excellent,
only one in six interns and team leaders though so. itlmost half the
interns and university faculty, and a third of the teachers, said the
coursework was the part of the program that should be reduced.

Interns were not satisfied with the university program for sepeml
reasons. The interns thought respecting and relating to students was
more important than intellritual skills. According to college faculty
members and team leaders, interns didn't learn (or weren't taught)
teaching skills and, furthermore, were naive about what to change in
the schools and how changes could be made.

More than half the interns and team leaders were dissatisfied with the
college faculty's competence. The faculty was the group most frequent-
ly criticized. usually for lack of knowledge about poor people and racial
minorities. In one course, students were asked only to clip articles from
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Time Magazine on ghetto problems. In places where the poor speak a
language other than English, the univerNities often didn't even teach the
()deter language. Few of the interns rated t' a eme of their college
instructors as a superior teacher. The interns from the better undergrad-
uate colleges were the nest dissatisfied.

Because the interns thought their ourseork was unrelated to the
needs of students from low-income families, they tried to change the
courses. Their basic strategy was to challenge the instructors. Some
instructors said this made them think others were simply distressed;
others, defensive. One defense reaction was to label the interns as
hippies, or to call them rude; once they were labeled, their professors
no longer kit it necessary to take them seriously. But it was not entire-
ly defensiveness. The interns sometimes tried to indoctrinate school
children with a closed-minded liberal ideology unrelated to the subject
matter. Interns also were regarded as anti-intelleetuals who had no
interest in studying. The interns countercharged that professors penal-
ized those who openly disagreed with them.

There were two other sources of the interns' disappointment. One
stemmed from the tact that interns expected more from the universities
Mau from public schools. since the former are generally considered
more intellectually and socially responsible. Secondly. Ode was known
about teaching to racially impacted poverty schools.

Southern University. A black intern at Southern University said,
"I'm not sure that it's the university that's to blame. It may be a
general problem. No one knows how to teach disadvantaged children."

'the interns at Southern University were more dissatisfied with the
college Lieu; ty than those in all but one of the other programs. Early in
the internship they staged a mini-sit-in. They wanted courses that were
less structured. mote problem-oriented, and better coordinated with
one am,ther. They also wanted to help plan the courses. In addition,
they wanted more individual independent reading, elimination of the
thesis requirement. and a change in the timing of the general examina-
tions.

Must of these interns thought the faculty were incompetent. 'Me
course titles are great." one intern rem irked. "but you need professors
who know what they are talking about." Interns felt the gap between
information and experience left them unprepared. "I don't think that
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we arc really trained in a scientific analysis of what is and what is not
effective." said one. "We have enthusiasm and desire, but we aren't
really prepared." Another agreed: "We know theories- we know what's
happening, but we don't work on how to effect change in the local
area." The college faculty found teaching the interns emotionally tax-
ing although intellectually rewarding. The interns claimed that they
were penalized for criticizing the faculty.

Urban University. In contrast, the interns at Urban University were
more highly satisfied with the faculty than those at any other program.
Even this program was far from placid, however. Curriculum professors
said interns complained that "they stand up there and lecture us about
how not to lecture to the kids." These intents also wanted to partici-
pate more in classes; the faculty. who had not been ready for such
challenging and aggressive students, wished they were more tactful.
Two-thirds of the interns thought the faculty penalized them for dis-
agreement. A few, however, said their suggestions had been accepted
and that some instructors had actually encouraged disagreement. Only a
few professors were rated as superior teachers by most interns, but
most of them were judged adequate, if capable of doing an even better
job. **We do much to tax the teachers," said one intern. "Our standards
are high. We don't give the teachers much leeway."

These interns wanted courses in the language of poor children, social
change in the inner city, and teaching poor children. Yet they agreed
that some courses were particularly helpful; for example, critical think-
ing, intergroup relations, children's literature, creative methods, Negro
history, and methods courses in reading, math, and science. Although a
quarter of them thought the coursework was the least important part of
the program, they all agreed that it helped prepare them to teach.

What Was Discovered in the School Experience?

Friction between interns and school staff, like that between interns
and university staff, arose in part from differences in definition of the
interns' role. Teachers wanted interns to be teaching assistants; interns
wanted to be change agents. Only one person in live from all the wows
studied thought that change either in teaching or in the community was
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among the primary goals of the local programs. Vet one of the basic
premises behind the Teacher Corps concept is that interns can help
their professors and cooperating teachers to change while they them.
selves learn. The interns resented the discrepancy between the an-
nounced and the actual goals.

The conflicts caused by differences in definition were widespread.
More than hid the principals and interns and a quarter of the teachers
had disagreements, usually with team leaders. The warn leaders them.
selves were in an important and difficult position; they were between
Several grotspS interns, teachers, professors- able to commit each group
on the spot to promises that others would he expected to carry out.
They were usually considered competent, although many interns sus-
pected that they had been selected for their loyalty to the school
administration as well. %Una, in fact, seemed to be moving through this
assignment into administration, although at least a few were given the
assignment because their principals wanted to get them out of the
classroom. Their first loyalty was frequently to the school, and they
tried to make sure the program served the school rather than the
opposite. They resented any attempt to use the school as a clinic or as
the interns' personal province.

The team leaders were in a good position to moderate between the
interns and school staff, and they had plenty of opportunity to do so.
Again, their attitudes and opinions were usually between those of the
interns and the experienced teachers. The interns didn't rely on their
team leaders to support them in their disputes; indeed, only a quarter
of them thought they could count on any Teacher Corps administrator
to back them when a worthwhile Teacher Corps activity got them in
tr Conflicts involved the amount .4 time interns spent in the

'n, who could tell them what to do, their attitudes toward
..eness and control of pupils and team leaders' resistance to

their proposals. Teachers resented, for example, time interns spent out-
side the classroom because they onsidered the interns to he aides. Some
interns also damaged teachers' authority by supporting pupils in dis-
putes.

Conflicts were probably i creased by teachers' resentment of the
internship. Interns were able to move around the school more freely
than the teachers, they had time off to attend their university classes.
and they were getting paid to go to college, whereas many teachers had
had to struggle to get their degrees. In one program, teachers demanded
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and won equal time off for professional preparation while the interns
taught their classes.

Southern University. Most eef the problems that could plague the
classroom aspects of the internship appeared in the program at South-
ern University.

(1 ) teachers suddenly Oud Northern white liberals in their
classrooms without really knowing why.

) The interns were likely to hare attended better colleges than the
teachers, and the leachers felt their jobs were threatened. This situation
was not eased when one of the principals asked interns to give grades,
thus undercutting teachers' authority.

(3) 11w Itern% lacked experience teaching pour children, SCI the
teat lent Couldn't easily accept their ideas. There had just been student
demonstrations, and here were the interns calling for change in the
establishment teachers were both alarmed and resentful.

Ilw wav the interns presented their ideas didn't help matters. For
example:

(1) Sf.me of them insulted both principal and teachers.

(2) Some would teach only when the leacher was out of the room.

(3) Some argued with the teacher in class about what to teach and
hone.

Teachers retaliated. For example: Some asked the interns whu had
attacked their teaching and grading or whose appearance they resent-
ed to stop teaching. In every school interns said four or five teachers
had tried to create trouble fur them; in one sch.ol they considered
altmist three-fourths of the teachers uncooperative. In every school.
howe ver. there were also one or two teachers who did cooperate.

The attitudes of principals ranged from hostility to mild neutrality
nea surprising in view of their dependence on a jumpy white com-
munity. The interns had come with a purpose in mind -one resented by
th community and were determined to carry it out regardless of local
condifiims.

Both teachers and proleNsors at Southern University limited the
effect of the interns by using strategies that are in general use in our
society.
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(1) The stigmatized the interns. calling them "hippies" or "trouble-
makers," so that they could ofortably dismiss their opinions and
avoid comparison with them. They got unexpected help in this from a
psychologist who referred to intents who compiaincd to Washington as
a/adjusted. Some teachers thought this meant schi:ophrenic.

(2) Teachers and fa' culty isolated the interns. At school they were
assigned to self-contained classrooms or tutoring projects: at the uni-
vrsity, to special courses. Group projects were discouraged, except for
one concerning a Black history Week assembly for parents.

(3) In one team, white males and black females were given separate
assignments and told to stop visiting one another's homes.

(4) One cooperating teacher assigned interns to tutor students one at
a time in the cafeteria rather than come into the classroom.

(5) One principal assigned the interns to clerical work. Interns cut
off from teachers sometimes became closer to their students, which
created further friction with the resentful teachers.

Team leaders were another instrument of control. Principals called
the two white ones "strong enough in their convictions to guide the
Corpsmen instead of being misdirected by the more radical elements
among them." One of them, whose husband was a local professional
man, announced "I'm a conservative about race. I've lived around
blacks all my life, but I've never taught them before." She thought the
program was meant to establish better rapport between the races and
teach black teachers to use school equipment. Interns believed that the
team leaders had been assigned to control them. They charged that
team leaders were afraid of black children and knew little about the
black community, and didn't want anyone else to learn about it.

Finally, another strategy was to replace dissident participants. Seven
interns dropped out the first year and eight university faculty members
resigned. Interns in the next cycle were chosen to be less troublesome;
they were undergraduates from the local area, and half were black.

When the interns were carrying out the role teachers wanted them to
play, however, school staff gave them support and approval. There were
no problems reported in a school served exclusively by Southern
interns, and both teachers and principal praised the program. The
interns arranged schedules, tutored, and helped teach slow learners;
they had introduced cross-age tutoring of retarded youngsters by high
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school students and started an art program the principal thought
affected the whole school. At the beginning of the program only one
intern believed its practical aim was to help teachers: by the end, half
said so. In general, the teachers thought that although they wouldn't be
exceptional teachers, the interns in this one school would be better
prepared than most.

Urban University. Unlike those at Southern University, the teachers
at Urban University didn't scem threatened by the interns. None of
them reported that the program had caused them any problems per-
sonally, although they thought others might have either had trouble
with interns or resented not having been assigned one to help them.
They thought the interns were a great help as long as they stayed in the
role of student teacher. They favored parts of the community activity
program, such as home visits, which helped interns understand their stu-
dents and create trust among parents. "Parents fear the Teacher Corps
people less than they fear regular teachers. It breaks down the idea that
parents are used to... thinking of teachers as being above them." The
teachers considered the interns hardworking and concerned, although
perhaps somewhat naive. Because they didn't feel threatened, they were
generally con and receptive. The only source of real friction
between interns and teachers was discipline. Teachers thought the per-
missiveness of interns not only undermined their own classroom con-
trol but enabled the interns to become closer to their pupils than the
teachers themselves could be. 'teachers resented this but also consider-
ed it one reason there were fewer disciplinary problems when interns
were present. The other reason they recognized was the reduction in
pupil-adult ratio.

What Was Discovered in the Community Experience?

The university was responsible for coordinating the community activ-
ity component of the program. Interns and team leaders were to plan
the projects and the school was to provide the time necessary and to be
kept informed.

Fewer than a third of the university people, and only half as many
school people, considered the community activity component excel-
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lent. More than a quarter of the interns said it was unsatisfactory or
nonelcistent; most thought it less valuable than the teaching experi-
ence. Between a quarter and a third of university and school people said
that if any part of the program was reduced, it should be the com-
munity work.

A possible reason for the dissatisfaction with community work was
the amount of conflict it generated. Two conflicts were basic: social
action (like voter registrttion) as opposed to social service (like work in
health programs) and school-related activities (like work on a model
cities project). Interns were likely to want to work for change in the
community, whereas other people in the programs thought they should
be getting to know their students better. The kinds of activity actually
carried on constituted a complete range. The most common were after-
school acts t kit,. such as arts and crafts, clubs, and sports: home visits
also were common. Less common were work in community agencies and
organizations, tutoring in the community, and establishing parent edu-
cation projects in anything from leadership to crafts. Interns also con-
ducted community surveys and field trips for both parents and chil-
dren; a few worked to register voters or in model cities programs.

When interns became involved in civil rights activities, the com-
munity was likely to demand that they be stopped. People responsible
for the 'leacher Corps program tried to satisfy the national guidelines in
token ways that could improve public relations without giving the
interns significant respAmsibility.

Structural problems also hampered community activities. At the end
of each cycle, the activities were left to the parents and teachers re-

l. mining in the community and to new interns coming in. Each of these
groups was likely to have other activities they considered more impor-
tant. Furthermore, the university campuses were sufficiently remote
that the professors could neither give adequate supervision nor relate
the activities and the conrsework to one another. Many interns thought
the faculty weren't competent either to prepare them for the com-
munity work or to supervise it anyway. The interns themselves, on the
other band, were often naive.

In one rural Southwestern program, the teachers, most of whom
spoke no Spanish, were trying to prepare .their Indian and Chicano
students for assimilation into Anglo society. Teachers and parents
didn't feel comfortable in one mother's territory. The interns changed
the whole atmosphere of the school, introducing everything from
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audiovisual materials to a newspaper and athletic teams. Yet they didn't
work in the community or visit pupils' homes. Principals had selected
only those interns who would he willing to forego community work. It
is doubtful that interns in such a situation even learned anything about
the subculture to which their students belonged.

Southern University. The community activities had far different im-
plications in the South than in the Northern ghettos for which they
were designed. At Southern University in a tense situation, both whites
and blacks feared the results of community activities by white Northern
liberals. Blacks had recently become politically active in the area. The
university was said to have agreed with the school system to suspend all
community activities; faculty who encouraged the activities were asked
to resign. The interns, however, persisted. Embarrassingly, they went to
black churches and cafes. One group presented a principal with recom-
mendations for carrying out a court desegregation order. Another
worked on a voter registration drive that produced one of the few black
boards in the South. Both black and white parents objected to an
after-school psychology class that included sex education: black school-
girls were studying with white interns without supervision. Some black
parents objected to a sex education course being taught by "free-
thinking hippies." Interns were warned not to associate with a black
teacher whose brother was a nationally known civil rights leader in the
South. When the school and community tried to stop these activities,
several of the interns wrote repeatedly to the Washington office urging
that the program be carried out as proposed, or else terminated. The
office responded that even without community activities, any program
in that region was better than none.

Urban University. The community actiiities program at Urban Uni-
versity was equally controversial, for different reasons. The university
faculty supported it strongly: it would help the interns understand their
students and was also the only real way to bring about change, they
felt. Also. they themselves would win recognition as contributors in a
new philosophy of teacher training. Consequently, they strongly urged
interns to take part in the activities. By the second cycle, everyone but
the faculty complained that the interns were expected to be social
workers as well as students and teacher aides. The call on their time
and energy was too great. Furthermore, people said the faculty pushed
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interns into particular activities of their own design, many of them
irrelev int, rather than encouraging them to develop their own. Both
intern. and principal. thought the activities should be closer to the
school in order to help the interns learn about their own pupils. The
interns attributed the bias towards community work to the fact that
three of the professors had never taught school and didn't realize how
peripheral community work is in comparison to classroom experience.
The teachers also thought community work was being emphasized at
the expense of the needed classroom experience, although they
approved of interns working directly with their own pupils after school,
at the school or in the community. Teachers, of course, got help from
the interns whenever they were in the classroom. which may have
affected their low opinion of the community activities. It was the team
leaders, however, who seemed to be the strongest opponents of the
community Atli% ities. All three mentioned disputes with the com-
munity coordinator, whose authority overlapped theirs. One of them
summed up their position: "The job is to train interns to be teachers,
not social workers.

What Was Learned About the Interns?

One premise of the Teacher Corps is that the education of poor
children can be improved by recruiting people with backgrounds dif-
ferent from those of most teachers now in the profession. There is
evidence that the interns who were enrolled in the program at the time
of the study did differ from the typical teacher in several important
ways.

A third of the interns had degrees in the social sciences. almost
another third in other liberal arts. Fewer than three in one hundred had
majored in education. although more than a third had taken education
courses. Slightly more than half were male. and the same proportion
came to the program from 4nnside the region. About nine out of ten
were white. About a third of the interns considered themselves politi-
cally liberal: only one in twenty-five highly et mservative. About half the
interns said they had entered the Teacher Corps in order to work with
the poor or t,, improve education for the poor. A third wanted to get
their master ol arts degrees or to learn a profession. The Teacher Corps,



ItiDWRACI. Was nut entirely responsible for attracting these new teachers
into teaching. Out at ery ten interns, four said they would have gone
into teaching even without the Teacher Corps. and three of ten were
uncertain.

On the Graduate Record! Examination. the interns' average score was
lower than that of all graduate students, but higher than that of gradu
ate students enrolled in education. A quarter of the team leaders and
nearly half the others questioned rated the interns overall as "excel-
lent." College faculty members considered the interns brighter than
average; a few said they were among the brightest in the college. Two.
thirds of the teat-hers in cooperating schools thought the interns were a
little more competent than other students preparing to teach.

The intents came from relat hely affluent backgrounds. Slightly more
than half had parents whose work was professional or managerial.
whereas fewer than half of the other graduate education students sur-
veyed came lion) this kind of background.

The teachers in the schools where the interns worked differed from
interns in many respects. Only one in three of the new teachers and one
in four of the experienced teachers came from professional or mana-
gerial background.. Only one teacher in four was male, one in five was
from outside the system, and two of three were white. Out of every five
teachers, :obtain one considered herself or himself politically liberal and
one highly conserv.atitt.

How Did Interns Differ from Typical Teachers?

The two groups were compared against a composite "idea! teacher"
drawn from the literature:

(1) The two gronpA differed in their intentions to teach poor chil-
dren. Two-thirdl. of the interns and half the experienced teachers had
worked with the polo,- before taking part in the Teacher Corps program.
Three interns in as hundred, but nearly half the experientA teachers.
preferred uorking in all car predominantly white schools. Ott the other
hand, a little moire than half the teachers, but only a third of the
interns, expected to continue teaching indefinitely. The new teachers,
however, were even less positive in their intentions than the interns--
4)0y quarter of them expected to go on teaching. Nearly half the
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interns expected to stay in education in some work other than teaching.
Four out of the of the interns expected to teach in schools for poorchildren the following yea. Two out of five expected to continue for
five years, and a quarter of them expected to continue indefinitely. A
report on the interns who graduated from the first cycle (1966-68)
shows something about what interns actually do. The year after the
cycle concluded, four out of five of the graduates were teaching. More
than three out of five were teaching poor children. Another one in ten,
although not teaching, was working in education. More than half the
MAC graduates were working in elementary schools.

(2) Nearly half of the interns favored school integration. either high-ly or moderately: little more than a quarter of the experienced teachers

(3) Interns were rated as relatively good teachers by team leaders
and classroom teathery: team leaders usually rated the interns higher
than the teachers did. Interns were considered average in their com-
munity relations. but they received good ratings on their innovative-
ness, understanding of pupils, and rapport with pupils. The team leaders
were rated by other teachers and by interns as good in understanding
and rapport with pupils. average in innovativeness, and between averageand below- average in community relations, and average or slightly
above in the other three areas.

(4) The interns were less submissive and more likely to take initia-
tive than the experienced teachers. The team leaders, who ranked be-
tween interns and experienced teachers on most measures, were more
compliant than the teachers. Interns and teachers also differed greatly
in both their degree of loyalty to the administration and the impor-
tance they attached to the endorsement of school rules and regulations.
In each case, about four in ten of the teachers, but only one in ten of
the interns, ranked on the upper third of the scale.

(5) Although the majority of both teachers and interns agreed thatthe mmt important objective of' the teacher was to teach basic skills.
like reading and calculating. they differed in the priority they attached
to other objectives. A third of the interns, but less than a fifth of the
teachers, thought that helping children do what they wanted to do
should have first or second priority. About opposite proportions
thought teaching children to respect the teaher's authority deserved
priority. The interns also ranked higher than teachers on a measurement



of orientation :o students; halt the interns, but only a fourth of the
teachers. expressed a high regard for the welfare of students. More than
:t third of the interns (compared to test percent ot. the experienced
teachers) also preferred not to exercise strict control over pupils.

(ti) . lbws., nine out of ten interns considered an ideal teacher to be
one who encourages creative. independent thought: only sixty percent
of the experienced teachers agreed. Only about one in twenty interns
said their ideal teat-her was subject-matter-oriented; one in five experi-
enced teachers upheld this ideal. Fewer than one in a hundred interns
respected the disciplinarian teat-her most, whereas nearly one out of
five teachers did.

17) The interns were more likely than teachers to recommend that
the structure of the society should be changed and educational
opportunity unproved as a way of combatting proverty. They were less
likely to ret ommend training in marketable skills or to blame poverty
on the lack of drive on the part of poor people. Like teachers, they did,
however. stress sell respect. Interns didn't consider job opportunity and
guaranteed income as very promising ways to eliminate poverty.
A substantial majority of the interns, but little more than a third of
teachers. disagreed strongly with the statetaent. "There arc some groups
in this country to whom you cannot teach anything." Nearly twice as
high a proportion of interns as of teachers thought more than nine out
of ten students could graduate from high school. The highest pro-
portion of both interns and teachers thought that the learning diffi-
culties encountered by poor children are caused by their home environ-
ments. More than a third of the teachers, however, placed the blame on
the limited capacity-of the child himself, whereas about half the interns
thought the cause was failure of schools to prepare the child, and
another third blamed the problems specifically on a poor curriculum.

(8) Finally. by COMparicon with the teachers. interns were likely to
be highly alienated to feel they had little power.

Ott most measures ness teachers, like team leaders, ranked between
interns and experienced teachers.

Black interns differed considerably from whites in many ways. A
lower proportion of blacks than of whites thought integration would
improve the academic achievement of all concerned; a higher propor-
tion would not sacra:cc neighborhood schools for integration. The
blacks also were less permissive toward students. Twice as many blacks
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as whites ranked low in orientation toward students. and half as many
ranked low in strict discipline. This attitude is consistent with the atti-
tude that Seeing to be common among black parents that their children
need to learn all they em if they are to stuvive in a white-dominated
society. Many of these parents encourage the use of fair but strict
discipline to keep their children learning. Black interns were thus less
concerned than others with making the schools more "humane" by
white liberal standards. They were also more committed to careers in
education, to teaching, and to teaching in schools that serve poor chil-
dren. Almost as many whites as blacks expected to teach the folkming
year, but about twice ax many blacks as whites expected to be teaching
in five years and indefinitely.

The attitudes of the interns tended to duster in predictable ways. in
addition to these racial differences. Political y liberal interns were likely
to favor integration and to he child-oriented and permissive. They
tended to take the initiative and not to put much emphasis on enforcing
school rules or to be very loyal to the school administration.They were
also often alienated from the Teacher Corps itself and not very com-
mitted to teaching.

Graduates of teacher training institutions were three times as likely
as other teachers to prefer working in predominantly white schools. To
this extent, the program's effort to attract seruits from outside the
usual sources of teachers justifies its assumption that they would be
more liberal. The stress on recruiting liberal arts graduates, however,
didn't make much difference in interns` commitment to teaching: evi-
dently, the program attracted the same kind of people. whatever their
Major had been- moderates from liberal arts and liberals from else-
where. It is worth noting that the interns attracted into teaching by the
program i.e., who said they would not otherwise have gone into teach-
ing were less committed to teaching and more politically conservative
than interns who planned to go into teaching even if the program had
not been ;!vailat,lc.

Interne at Southern University. In each local program the interns had
distinctive characteristics. Six of the twenty-seven interns at Southern
University. for example. came from the North. Four out of five were
white males. More than half had majored in liberal arts, half of these in
a social science. They differed from the teachers, in status, race, sex,
and level and quality of education, more widely than the interns in any
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other program. Compared to interns in the other programs, however,
these interns expressed a relatively high degree of loyalty to the admin-
istration, although they were far less loyal than the teachers: they ex-
pressed relatively low liberalism but were tar above the teachers. Those
teachers, in fact, were the lowest in all ten programs in their advocacy
of integration.

Three times as many interns as teachers thought it was all right for
them to demonstrate for unpopular causes. About a third of these
interns had joined the Teacher Corps because of interest in civil rights.
One said that "unless something is done in this country about the
nation's poor. we will have massive unrest. I've come to realize how
necessary it is to reach people down at the lower level before they drop
out. Social revolution is a real possibility." An alliance of Northerners
and social scientists took form, distinct from the Southerners and those
who had backgrounds in education. Most of the blacks were in this
latter group. whose members had joined the Corps primarily to get a
master of arts degree.

Interns at Urban University. Six of the twenty interns at Urban
University came from outside the region. Five were black; only eight
were males. The interns ranked highest. and the teachers sixth, among
the ten programs in the quality of their undergraduate college, but
there was little overall difference in status between these teachers and
interns. Half the members of each group exhibited a high degree of
loyalty to the school administration: half the interns and not quite a
third of the teachers considered themselves to be very liberal or radical.
Most of the interns had joined the Corps in order to try out teaching as
a career.--some specifically teaching the poor or to get a masters de-
gree. Fifteen were moderately and one highly committed to teaching.

The characteristics of the interns in the ten programs studied fairly
closely matched many of those of the composite ideal teacher. On more
than halt' the variables thy interns' scores clowly approximated the
ideal, but the teachers' scores matched only a third of them. Interns in
the five second -year programs were studied more closely. In each of
these programs the interns approximated the ideal teacher (measured as
the sum of eight variables) more closely than experienced te:hers,
followed by the new teachers and team leaders. Although team leaders
occupied an intermediate positims on six of the ariables, they ranked
very low in attitude toward racial integration and professional orienta-
tion.
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What Were the Program Outcomes?

The outcomes of tlw Teacher C4yps wen: hammered out by the
teams as they worked in the schools and colleges. Consequently, each
program varied depending upon the individuals involved and the
structures in which they worked. The school and college staffs, like the
interns. tried to shape the program to serve their own needs. Their
needs ranged from help in the classroom and preservation of the present
structure in the case of schools to creation of a new uncial structure,
which some professors wanted to see the ,a hoofs adopt. Conflict caused
by incompatibility of goals kept t..4. program from doing what any one
group wanted it to do. although it served each group to a certain
extent.

Change in Schools

Whether the Teacher Corps had Unproved curriculum was a topic of
disagreement, both within and among the different programs. Most of
the people in the study did agree that the Corps had made at least a
temporary change in classroom technique. Most people said they'd seen
interns using new methods, which seemed to be working: they thought
the Teacher Corps had at any rate helped bring some new techniques
into at least one school in each program. Some of the changes the Corps
brought about were tutoring of vourger pupils by older ones, art pro-
grams. P111 Roy Scout troops. traps. more use of audiorisual equip-
m ent. school newspapers. black history and culture courses, and greater
interest in school and learning for some students. But more typically.
the people who said the Teacher Corps had helped the schools were
talking about work load, not innovation. Many of those who partici-
pated in the study mentioned the difference it made to have another
person in the classroom, mostly in terms of individual attention. Most
people agreed that having the interns there nad made special education
classes possible. The results aren't surprising before the program, only
one person in our or five liad expected it to introduce new methods or
materials; only one in six expected change in structure or in relations
with the community.
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lkspite lack of concrete evidence &at the school would be a dif-
ferent kind of place. there was fairly widespread agreement that the
attitudes of mans- people associated with it had improved during the
preigratn. Most 11 !hi' to kers said their own attitudes toward teaching
and their pupils had improved. and a third of them said they had new
ideas or worked harder. Moreover. study participants generally agreed
that children were learning more including children who did not
have direct contact with the interns. One out of every two or three,
including most principals. thought the children had better attitudes
toward se pool because of the program. . !bora half the principals also
thought discipline problems we're reduced. but most interns and teah-
er% thought Md.

Must of the university people reported that the schools were more
inv4ilved with the ( ommunitv. but 4)114. a fourth of them had actually
seen some cote rete improvement. The other groups in the study were
about cven divided about this: they also disagreed about the useful-
ness of the nity activities. Mote than half the Teacher Clips
administra Jr% and principals. but less than half the teachers and
interns. said that the program had influenced teachers outside the pro-
gram to become interested in the C4 Immunity and that the school itself
was commit!' it .sting more with the community.

One p-%tcipal in four and one teacher in eight reported that the
program had made difficulties for them. Fewer reported that it had
created problems with the community or increased their work load.

School Change at Southern University. The interns in this program
were pessimistic about change: only one in ten thought the program
would have a lasting effect. Nevertheless. half the teachers and princi-
pals thought the program had achieved lasting changes. The two groups
may have been thinking about different kinds of change. The interns
were disappointed in the lack of institutional change, whereas the
tcahert. were considering the fact that a few students had been helped
by the program. In addition, there were subtle influences on the teach-
ing role that perhaps neither group was fully aware of. The opinions of
school staff and interns placed the program seenth among the ten
studied in number of innovations and improvement of children's moti-
vation and performance, eighth in number of community projects. One
intern said, "This school has shown very little commitment to either
the goal or guidelines of the Teacher Corps. It is spending a great deal
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of money for too little an effect." Only one intern thought he'd learned
much from a team leader about teaching; only one intern in five said
he'd learned something from a cooperating teacher.

Vet, a few interns thought the little that had been accomplished was
better than nothing. Even those who thought they hadn't affected the
system agreed with the teachers that they might have helped a few
individual students. Some students could express themselves better, and
some found the classes taught by interim the most interesting. The
interns evidently helped the slow stulcnts i-;th basic skills and encour-
aged the gifted to go to college. One stud, ' who hadn't been able to
read became .1 sportswriter for the sh,;: gaper. Moreover. interns'
refusal to use corporal punishment gave students a new perspective on
teachers. The children had a chance to see men teaching and to observe
different ways of talking and academic values that differed from those
of the region. Interns also gave the pupils a chance to work with whites.
The six interns on one team were many more whites than had ever been
in that school before. Students not only got used to turning to the
interns but also began talking more freely to the white counselors.
Interns took black children to restaurants and other places the children
had thought they couldn't go. They went to basketball games with
them. The other school staff didn't like these ativitksthcy thought
the interns were trying toot hard to "get down to the children's level"
and that this would damage not only the interns' prestige but their
own. A teacher and principal gave a lecture on morals to a black girl
who had worked with a white intern on after-school tutorials.

The teachers in the school staffed by interns from the South thought
they had done an especially good job. Children came to school more
often, and they were more interested because the classes were smaller.
A few children were doing better work, and the interns were useful and
interesting to have around. Teachers in the other schools also agreed
that a few children were more interested in school. They even conceded
that there had been sonic temporary changes in the materials and meth-
ods used in the schools and that some of these changes were worth
while, even if superficial. Principals reported only that the increased
staff had made tutoring possible.

The intents had, in fact, started a lot of new .activities in the
schools a PTA, a Boy Scout troop, more tutoring, more trips, more
use of audiovisual materials and supplementary books, and a new grad-
ing system. Because interns were willing to grade papers. teachers could
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assign more written work. interns also encouraged students to put pres-
sure on the mayor to repair some of the roads. In just one school they
started .t newspaper, .m art program. a reading room, and a literary
club: reportedly. two students there got mikersity scholarships because
of tutoring and other efforts by the interns. The to tchers in the school
who had resisted the program strongly eventually adapted to innova-
tions they had considered radical -older students tutoring younger ones,
free hours for students' leisure reading, a course ire black history and
literature, and an African dance troupe. The interns borrowed equip-
ment from the university so they could use more films on black history
atul literature. and coordinated the separate history and literature
courses so that they reinforced one another.

Although the teachers were ery defensive toward the interns, all this
activity was bound to give them some ideas of their own about ways to
improve the schools. Even one principal who resented the Interns be-
cause they looked down on the teachers said they were needed to stop
the educational stagnation in the area.

School Change at Urban University. The school st...1;- and interns
rated the program at Urban University only sixth anion.; the ten uni-
versities studied in improvement of children's motivati4o, :nd perform-
ance but sect mil in both number of new techniques .uid new com-
munity projects. The interns reported they had introtfueed at least
procedural, if not substantive, changes; the teachers. however, main-
tained that they themselves had introduced many of these changes on
their own.

Whoever began it. children were learning mathcm :!tics through a
game. They were learning to read and write by writig stories about
things they'd done and reading them to the class. Classes were divided
into small groups. according to the children's achievement level, to do
work suitable for that level. The teachers said this increased pupils'
attention span and allowed them to give the pupils more individual
attention. The teachers also liked using the inquiry approach in science
and social studies, which bases children's learning on their own ques-
tions and research. They thought the children more interested, too,
when they helped plan the coursework.

Some teachers also said they had seen evidence that pupils were more
interested in school. that they came to school more often, and that
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discipline. problems had decreased. They thought the major reason for
this was the presence of a second adult in the classroom; some sug-
gested, too, that to see adults cooperating encouraged the children to
cooperate with one another. Children who had been withdrawn became
more outgoingprobably, again, partly because they got more indi-
vidual attention and partly because of the open, cooperative atmo-
sphere. Some teachers did feel that the interns allowed students to get
wild and out of hand. One team, on the other hand, had a teacher
removed for excessive use of corporal punishment. Some of the interns
felt the teachers became less antagonistic toward informal class situa-
tions as time passed.

A few teachers said the interns were one of the first groups of whites
whom the black teachers and pupils regarded as sincere. Working with
them seemed to make some pupils think better of themselves.

The interns overcame some of their initial reservations about working
on a variety of community activities. The ones who were most enthusi-
astic about the community work were those who had developed their
own projects, although they sometimes followed suggestions of other
Teacher Corps personnel. Most of the interns worked on established
community programs. Some worked with a group that advised people
about their housing rights and helped them find housing. Some worked
with the United Veterans for Freedom Center, helping children solve
personal problems and encouraging them to stay off the streets. Several
worked at health centers and community centers. Some worked in
adult evening classes. And a few worked on the Model Cities Area-Wide
Council. which helped set up programs for the community. One team
helped organize a buying club, licensed by the state, so that parents
could buy food at wholesale prices. This co-op seemed to flourish,
althrrogh the interns were afraid it wouldn't survive their departure. The
interns also thought the comtnunity needed more all-night pharmacies
and public- transportation, and more doctor.;. They organized a book-
mobile and helped set up Spanish sewing classes in a Puerto Ritan
neighborhood. They also sought out the children, taking them to the
library or to dances. they provided tutoring in the children's homes
and at the YMCA.

The university faculty considered it important for the interns to
work at the YMCA and to attend board of education meetings. They
also encouraged the interns to inform parents what community services
were available to them; most interns talked with several parents a week



about such matters. The priority to be given home visits was the source
of greatest friction in the community component of the program. One
team suggested the teachers in their school should visit pupils at home
more often; the teachers refused outright. They didn't have time, they
said, and it wasn't their job anyway. The interns in the program, on the
contrary, thought the home visits should be increased, because they
helped interns learn about their pupils and the community and encour-
aged parents to help their children learn.

Cause of School Change. Introducing the interns into the schools and
colleges produced both expected and unexpected results. One main
premise of the Teacher Corps has been that bringing in people with a
very different outlook would cause teachers and principals to adopt
new positions nearer the newcomers. In fact, the greater the difference
between interns and teachers in social attitudes or in status, the less
change took place. The interns aroused defensive reactions from
teachers and professors, yet they themselves had neither the numbers
nor the authoritative position to overcome those reactions. The college
faculty' were too remote to give them effective support in the schools.
Because the interns had no skills in introducing change. their only tactic
was confrtmtat ion.

Indeed, the more interns in a program who had graduated from
liberal arts ollegeq, and the greater the difference in the liberalism of
teachers and interns, the fewer changes in educational techniques that
took place and the more conflicts and problems that were reported.
Also, there was less change the greater the difference in status (meas-
ured by race, sex, and education) between teachers and interns, the
more politically liberal and favorable to change the interns were, the
greater the proportion of males on the teams, and the more inclined the
interns were to take initiative. A school's resistance to change, in short,
was determined less by the characteristics of its own staff than by those
of the interns. The more liberal and aggressive the interns were, the
more inflexible the school became. The school's resistance to change
also increased with interns' emphasis on creativity in teaching, quality
of undergraduate college attended, and previous Peace Corps or VISTA
experience.

Characteristics of the schools themselves that seemed to encourage
change were the liberalism of the tram leader, the proportion of teach-
ers who were members of teacher organizations, and the quality of
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teachers' undergraduate colleges. Teachers who had the security of
being well educated and belonging to a supportive organization were
probably less defensive about changes and were able to examine them
on their merits. 1 he competence elf the princ ipals. as rated by teachers
and interns. seemed to minimize the amount of change: possibly their
schools were less in need of improvement.

Several characteristics of the universities affe::ted the amount of
change in schools. The most important was the interns' satisfaction
with the faculty's competence. The proportion of the faculty who con-
sidered themselves very liberal also made a difference. On the other
hand, there was less change in schools associated with higher quality
colleges and with colleges with several other teacher training programs.
Possibly changes were being made already so that the Teacher Corps
made little difference, or perhaps the different training programs were
competing for money and staff attention.

The strut lure of the local program also seemed to make a difference.
More change occurred where there was more inowzy per intern, but
even more important, it depended upon who controlled the money.
The greater the proportion of funds controlled by the schools, the
fewer changes that took place. Furthermore, there was less change
where more teachers took part in writing the proposal for the program.
The schools and the teachers seemed to be less interested in self-
improvement or teacher education than in getting some help in the
classroom: the more power they had over the program, the more it
served this puroose.

Characteristics of the locality were a final influence on change in the
schools. Urbanization and modernization were measured in each local-
ity by the size of the community and such standards as proportion of
non-farm workers and number of telephones per household, and check-
ed against the different amounts of change that occurred. Schools in
the large modern cities changed the most. In these schools, the school
administration is more likely to he centralized and many of the teachers
probably belonged to a strong teacher organization and were well edu-
cated and articulate.

While these schools were generally the most receptive to new ideas,
they also were evidently better able to resist unwelcome prfssurc from
the more aggressive interns: the amount of change in these 1.chools was
decreased by the proportion of interns who had liberal at is 4vgrees.

Conversely, the rural schools changed the least: the most change
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occurring where the proportion of aggressive liberal arts majors was
highest. The rural schools in the less modernized regions had fewer
defenses against outside pressure exerted by the interns. Thew schools
were &centralized and could not rely on a strong central office to
defend them. The teacher organizations were not strong, and the teach-
ers themselves were less well trained.

Principals in the rural schools, who had more influence than those in
the urban schools. supported the program less than those elsewhere, and
they were more likely to think the main purpose of the program was to
provide help in the schools. The teachers were relative's conservative.
They were unusually loyal to the principals and thought it was very
important to uphold school rules. They were politically conservative as
well, not very well educated, and had a low rate of turnover. Their
schools were well insulated from forces outside the region, such as
federal policies. 'thus, it is ironic that when the well-educated, politi-
cally liberal interns from outside the region appeared in their schools,
the teachers in these schools reacted more defensively than teachers
elsewhere; but the were more vulnerable to the interns than were
teachers elsewhere. There was little change in these schools, but what
change there was seems to have been caused by the liberal interns.
without support from other factors.

Characteristics of both the schools and the colleges affected the com-
munity projects. The number of community projects increased with the
proportion of liberal university faculty members and the number of
training programs at the college. They also increased with the compe-
tence of the team leader and the number of teachers with master of
arts degrees. 'Ile projects decreased, however, the more frequently
teachers supported a teacher organization or had helped plan the local
program. Evidently, professors who favored community work and had
some experience were able to give effective help; teachers tried to keep
the projects from interfering with Glasswork.

The community projects also were influenced by several of the
interns' attributes. The greater the interns' emphasis on pupil control,
the more community projects there were; the more interns who came
from a liberal arts or Peace Corps or VISTA background, the fewer
there were. This perhaps indicates that interns were freer to initiate
comnrunity projects when they shared the teachers' values and did not
deviate from the teachers' backgrounds; they were less likely to try
radical t (-4 int rmersial experiments.
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Change in the University

About half the college faculty studied said there had been change in
classroom techniques during the program: but nearly as many said there
had been no significant change. Again, this reflects variations in the rate
of change in the different programs as well as different definitions of
change. Many reported that professors had been awakened to the prob-
lems of the poor and racial minorities, and that they had become more
receptiy e to open discussion in their classrooms. Two-thirds of the uni-
versity personnel said new courses were offered, usually in subjects such
as black history. A quarter said they themselves had introduced new
courses. especially for the Teacher Corps program; many of these were
offered cooperatively by more than tale department. A quarter also said
existing courses had become less abstract and that the faculty had gone
to the schools and community in order to make them so. More than
two-thirds of the faculty, in fact, said they had changed either the con-
tent of their courses or their way of teaching: some professors were
making conscious efforts to do so. More than half of the professors and
nearly three students in four said students and professors were commun-
icating more. Some of the professors. however, had become defensive.

Three out of four faculty members said they had begun visiting the
local schools, but usually they went only to observe students or to con-
sult with teachers. None of them were holding classes at the school. A
few of the teachers had part-time appointments at the university. but
these were nominal. No more than half the faculty, about a third of the
principals. and only a sixth of the teachers said relations between the
school and college had improved.

University Change at Southern University. Southern University was
fifth among the ten programs in both amount of change in the uni-
versity and cooperation between school and university. A quarter of the
faculty said there had been no change at all. Interns said the classes
were not related to teaching the disadvantagedoften only the course
titles had been changed. The faculty didn't have anything to tell them
about teaching the poor black children in the community, and they
were opposed to social change anyway. Many of these professors were
established residents, whose wives or husbands worked in the town.
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Many faculty members, however, maintained that change had
occurred, and most of those said there had been a lasting effect even
outside the Teacher Corps program. They reported that they them-
selves had learned about the problem, of the local schools, and that the
university showed more interest in the problems of the disadvantaged.
For the first time, field work in the schools was required. Two profes-
sors out of three said they had changed the content of their courses or
the way they taught. Some of the changes in existing courses were more
reading, more observation of local schools, and more discussion of con-
troversial issues. Only two new courses were actually added, however,
one in black history and literature and a psychology course on teach-
ing the disadvantaged. Requirements in sociology and reading were
established, and a minor in sociology was created. A materials center
was established for the program, and the faculty center acquired more
videotapes: both of these were used more and more. Stimulated by the
program, the arts and sciences faculty started a national science pro-
gram for nigh school teachers.

"The Teacher Corps was the occasion of more contact between the
university and schools, but there was little structural change in their
relationship. The few teachers with college appointments were mainly
responsible for observing interns, and none were teaching university
courses for credit. in some ways, the university's external relationships
were damaged by the program. Townspeople resented the increasing
number of black students the Corps brought to the university, and
there were phone calls to the administration about the fraternization
between black and white interns.

The Teacher Corps' greatest effect on Southern University was prob-
ably the presence of brighter, more aggressive students than usual. One
professor said the interns had acted the way college students should act.
Another said that even though he resented their disrespect, teaching
them was the most rewarding experience in his career. Professors from
outside the college of education were especially impressed with the
interns, and the librarian said the interns used the library more than all
the other students put together.

This difference in students evidently had its effect. The instructors
weren't accustomed to hearing their ideas challenged by the traditional
students with undergraduate degrees in education. The most demanding
interns, they pointed out, were also the least experienced and must
radical. One professor, who had always thought she was a good teacher
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for the undergraduates poor, rural, disadvantaged-was shaken by
the encounter. She said the interns baffled her so much site couldn't
teach: 'It's been a radical education for me. never be the same.
They argued alkit any and every point. I represented the estab-
lishment, and I guf.s, they didn't like me. .it was horrible." Five or six
said the interns' impatience and lack of respect frustrated their at-
tempts to teach and the interns' assertiveness threatened their author-
ity.

Other instructors were able to put the experience to use with less
pain. They said the interns made them less comfortable with their
traditional ways, and they reportedly grew more willing to listen to the
interns' points of view. Eight out of ten interns and seven out of ten
professors said communication had improved. Most interns thought
there was more room for disagreement because they had pushed the
professors. There were also more student-dominated class discussions,
more independent study, and more self-evaluation by both students and
faculty. One professor who had not changed his course c.mtent said
that the interns were asking more relevant questions and he was at least
teaching it differently. Another was pleased that -they always wanted
to know how to apply the things I was talking about." A third was able
to see his class from a new viewpoint: suddenly understood that 1'
was talking ..bout only middle-class values in my courses."

University Change at Urban University. Urban University ranked
second among the ten universities studied in the amount of change it
experienced; it reported the highest degree of cooperation between
school and university. Most of the faculty agreed that changes had
occurred. although many doubted they would endure beyond the pro-
gam. The program diructor was sure that everything except possibly
the student financial aid was built in and would remain-even be ex-
tended to the undergraduate level. Another faculty member, however,
thought nothing at all would be retained; a third, that the program
would gradually he squeezed out. Others anticipated that the university
faculty would absorb the Teacher Corps staff.

Some professors said they had changed the content of their courses
and their way of teaching; others said their attitudes toward the poor
and racial minorities kid changed. New courses had been offered, and
students in regular teaching programs were taking some of them inter-
group relations, for example. Some of the new courses, in fact, were



being taught to all liberal arts majors. Two schools were being set up. to
be staffed almost mire!y by the 'teacher Corps graduates and interns.
Some professors said their experience with the program had created a
demand for them as consultants in educating the disadvantaged.

Not all the faculty were enthusiastic. Some- were so rattled by the
interns' aggressiseness that they asserted they'd never participate in the
Teacher Corps program again. Two, whom the interns had given a lot of
trouble, were especially negative: because the program had been dissem-
inated through the university system, they maintained, it caused no real
change in the schools. Even the most skeptical instructors, however,
said they were re-examining their teaching in light of the interns'
opinions. Some asked interns to help them improve their courses.

Causes of University Change. The strategy of substituting a new kind
of people was evidently more effective in the universities than in the
schools. for as the proportion of interns who had liberal arts degrees
increased. so did the amount of change in colleges. Simultaneously,
however, the proportion of liberal arts majors seemed to reduce the
amount of cooperation between the schools and the college. The great-
er the status difference between teachers and interns, the higher the
quality of the interns' undergraduate colleges, the less cooperation
occurred. The. characteristic that increased cooperation most was the
amount of importance interns placed on classroom discipline.

Several characteristics of the university itself also affected the
amount it changed. The number of t'ianges increased with the propor-
tion of faculty members who considered themselves very liberal; the
other most important factor was the proportion of the grant the uni-
versity controlled. When the schools controlled more of the money.
change was reduced, not only in the schools, but in the university. 'Me
number of changes that took place increased with the number of train-
ing programs in the university but declined with the university's qual-
ity (measured by its resources and its selectivity).

Like change in the university, cooperation between the university
and the schools decre:tsed as the quality of the university increased. The
factors that seemed to increase cooperation most were the faculty's
competence as evaluated by the interns, and the liberalism of the team
leader. Difference in liberalism between interns and teachers reduced
this. as it did several of the other kinds of change.
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Changes in Interns

The crie% of the program on the I 25 interns in the Ike new third-
cycl programs were studied in site visits at the beginning and near the
end the internship. About it fourth of the interns dripped out.
Women and social science majors were especially vulnerable. whereas
people who had been in VISTA oar the Peace Corps tended to remain.
The interns who dropped snit had been among those who wanted very
much to help children. They were among the interns most disposed to
take the initiative against the administration, and tIwy were alienated
from the Teacher Corps all along. As time passed. th. -y became

and more disillusioned with the teachers' role..-nd less committed
to teaching.

The seventy-two interns who remained in these five programs
changed tin). Although .t few developed more loyalty and commitment.
most became more alienated from the local who tlst and the Teacher
Corps. lost respect for teachers, and became less co nmit led to teaching.
At the end of the prognim, twice as may as bef err believed that the
real aim of the Teacher Corps was to help local siools and help interns
learn some teaching skills. Meanwhile, twice as many team leaders and
teachers came to believe that the real goal was t help interns by inn
ideas. and fewer thought it was to acquaint the interns with poor chil-
dren.

Some interns her ame disillusioned with the hildren as well as with
schools and programs. Nearly half became less c meerned with students;
almost as many. however. expressed increaser concern. Most came to
giv less importance to discipline, but in twi of the programs. most
came to believe it was more important than th y had thought.

At the end of the program. more than h If the interns considered
themselves literal or radical, twice as many ; at the beginning. In two
programs. however. the interns became mo:,: ciinservative, and nearly
half the interns said they would now act n. ire cautiously in conflicts
with the administration. Nearly half came to favor integration more
strongly. but almost as many thought it WAN tests desirable than they had
at first.

First- and second-year interns and new and experienced teachers all
were sharply distinguished from once an ither. One cause of the dif-
ference between the two groups of interns might be that different kinds



of people had joined in different years, or that the programs were
different in the two cycles.

The differences among all four groups, however. suggest that the
interns who remained in the program were being socialized into the
profession changing their attitudes to more nearly conform to those of
their professional elders. As they gained experience in the teaching pro-
fession, it seems. they became less concerned about students, less lib-
eral, less likely to take initiative. They became more loyal to the admin-
istration and more concerned about conttoiling pupils and enforcing
school rules. Interns who were alienated from the schools tended to
drop out after internship or the first few years of teaching. Those who
arc left either continued to be radicalized and perhaps reached the
point of dropping out at a later stage, or else became enough like the
experienced teachers to stay in the profession.

Change in Interns at Southern University. The Teacher Corps pro-
gram disillusioned the interns at Southern University. They had ex-
pected a community-centered curriculum oriented to local poor black
children. but "We haven't really done anything," said one intern. "I
don't feel I've learned anything. I expected we would really get in-
volved and really make some changes, and I expected to learn more
from the courses I'm taking." Many interns lost faith in their pupils
because they couldn't manage the homework and didn't ask questions.
Two out of three interns expressed less concern for students during the
program. whereas only one in four expressed more concern. Half the
interns also became less convinced that schools should be integrated.
and a few changed their personal preference for a job assignment from
equally mixed to predominantly white schools.

Three intents OW 4:1 four became less committed to teaching and
decided not to make it a career; a few became more committed. Some,
including the most idealistic, regarded the experience as temporary.
Others who would have liked to go on working in the schools where
they were couldn't get a job offer, partly because of a job shortage and
partly because the schools didn't want liberal Northerners as teachers.

Almost half the interns grew more alienated from the schools. and
even more became alienated from the Teacher Corps. All of them be-
came less loyal to the school administration, and most attached less
importance to enforcing school rules and classroom discipline. Nearly a
third of them, conversely, came to put more stress on discipline.
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Eight out of ten in.vr;,.. came to attach less importance to the
opinions of other teachers and grew less convinced that teachers should
make more of the decisions in the schools. Two-thirds became more
convinced that teaching competence must be based on knowledge. At
the begin&ng of the program, almost all had said their ideal teacher was
one who tries to make classwork interesting and encourages creativity
and independent thought; at the end, nearly half had changed to some-
thing else.

Nearly half those who had considered themselves fairly liberal be-
came quite conservative during the program, whereas most of the
interns in the five programs taken together had become more liberal.
About a fourth of the interns at Southern became more liberal, how-
ever. and about half of those who had been very liberal became radical.
Similarly, f.flf the interns became more compliant, but another third
became more likely to take the initiative against the administration.
One intern said he had joined because he wanted to put his idealism
into action: "I used to believe in changing things from within the
system. But I haven't seen anything changed here in two years. Now I
don't believe anything can be changed within the system down here."

Change in Interns at Urban University. None of the thirteen interns
interviewed at Urban University said the Teacher Corps program had
met his expectations; probably, said some; the expectations had been
too high. Although their general preparation was adequate, they needed
more concrete ways of handling discipline problems. Some thought
classroom experience had been slighted in favor of community work.
Seven out of ten, however, planned to teach in schools serving poor
children. Most of them thought they were better prepared than most
graduate students; almost all felt adequately prepared. Many believed
they would be able to function as change agents.

Urban University, Southern University:
Forces Affecting Change

The forces and events at the two universities describedboth those
that were alike and those that were differentshow some things about
how change is created or thwarted.
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The settings of the two programs were quite different. In the area of
Southern University, blacks were very poor and had no power; they
were just beginning to organize to challenge their subjugation to a
conservative and traditional white population. Both blacks and whites
doubted that either school reform or special programs to serve blacks
were good ideas. In the Urban University area, blacks already had politi-
cal power; it was generally accepted that the black community should
have better schools.

The differences between the two faculties and school staffs were
consistent with the sociological and political situations in each setting.
Southern University applied for a program because it needed money;
the faculty weren't committed to achieving the Teacher Corps' change
goal. At Urban, several training programs for educating the poor and
racial minorities were already established; the faculty was interested
and was establishing a reputation on its leadership in this field. Both of
the school systems had authoritarian administrations. The schools at
Urban were more centralized and better, however, and the teachers
were less conservative than those at Southern, although they were hard-
ly radical. University personnel had initiated both programs without
involving teachers in planning. A larger number of college faculty
helped plan the proposal at Urban, however, and the teachers were
more thoroughly informed about the program before the interns actu-
ally appeared in the schools. The principals involved in the Urban pro-
gram were more competent than those at Southern, and they supported
the program a great deal more heartily.

The interns in the two programs also differed from each other. The
group at Southern University included more males, more liberal arts
graduates, more whites, more who were very liberal, and more who
came from outside the region than the group at Urban. The interns at
Urban. on the other hand, were more committed to teaching in schools
serving poor children. Both groups dashed with the university faculty
about instruction they considered authoritarian, unrelated to reality
experience, and irrelevant to their specialized training. At Urban Uni-
versity, however, the interns had more faith in the ability of the faculty
to improve their competence; furthermore, becauhe the interns were
less radical, the clashes were less disruptive

In hoth programs. the community act ..sties caused the most trouble,
but the causes of the trouble were quite different. At Southern Uni-
versity. powerful community figures and university administrators
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opposed any projects they thought might lead to social change and
eventually strangled every activity that threatened them. At Urban, the
interns and teachers felt the university staff had committed too much
of the interns' time outside the classroom. The interns, being more
committed to teaching, put a higher value on classroom experience,
although they and the teachers agreed that home visits, too, were valua-
ble to them. provided they could find the time. It was the faculty at
Urban that was most interested in using the program to improve the
community. More change could take place in the schools at Urban
hecause the interns were less threatening to the well-educated and high-
ly organized teachers in this bureaucratized system. The teachers at
Urban reported that the program had caused them fewer problems and
there were fewer conflicts among the Teacher Corps personneL Because
of their commitment to teaching, the interns in the program were core
tent to accept the authority of the teachers and team leaders to a
certain extent. The teachers, in turn, felt secure enough to listen to the
interns' ideas and accept them often enough so the interns didn't feel
their efforts at change were completely fruitless.

In suriL the changes that took place during the Urban University
program were produced by the teachers, interns, and university faculty
working together. The interns were incapable of forcing change by
themselves; in any event, because they wete committed to teaching as a
career, they were disinclined to use confrontation tactics which implied
risks. They were seriously outmatched by the competent and well-
organized teachers. On the other hand, what changes there were at
Southern were imposed on the schools by the interns singkhandedly.
Although the faculty, the dominant community, the school teachers,
and the principals opposed change, the interns had higher status than
the teachers; they were willing to take risks because they weren't com-
mitted to a teaching career, and they drew support from outside the
region. Thus the interns made more change at Southern, where tur
other force favored it; but more change occurred at Urban. where the
interns were just one of several factors working together.
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CONCLUSIONS

'there arc se % eral reasons why it is not easy. perhaps not even advis-
able. to arrive at a categorical conclusion about the effectiveness of the
Teacher Corps program. First, there were variations in the degree to
which the program as planned was actually implemented. Second. the
program. even as planned, was attempting to achieve multiple goals that
were in partial conflict with one another. 'third, the obstacles confront-
ed by the program were exacerbated by the Congress itself, in particular
the low funding kvels, funding delays, continued controversy about
program goals, struggles for control over the program. changed signals,
and decentralization of control after the program was launched. Often,
as an outcome of the lack of firm control, local schools and colleges
were able to co-opt the program in the service of their own limited
purposes. These problems were further aggravated because the responsi-
ble government agency was paralyzed by congressional indecision, local
resistance, and the federal bureaucracy. The immediate strategics that
the agency often adopted frequently compounded these problems and
produced still others.

Some of these problems might have been circumvented if Congress
had been willing and able to make systematic reviews of the progress of
the program and to formulate the appropriate legislation at crucial
turning points. Indeed. the prospects jiff implementing effective cate-
gorical programs of this type in the future would enhanced if the
Congress were to take step in advance to assure that the following
conditions are met:

There is a broad base of support for the program;

Program plans are in some measure derived from accepted organi-
zational principles and it consistent and explicit strategy for change has
been developed

Adequate funding levels are not only authorized but are appropri-
ated from the outset
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The administering agency is given adequate authority to enforce
guidelines

The necessary competent manpower is available at all levels of the
program .uul provision is made for recruiting people who support the
idea of the program and, concurrently. for permitting participants to
exclude themselves

.ipecific standards and criteria of competence are established fur
selecting the participating organization and individuals

There is concrete evidence of full backing and commitment from
the top administrative levels of each organization and from each group
to be invoked

There is a clear division of labor, and authority structure and
coordinating mechanisms have been demonstrated to work in field-test
sit uat

More specifically, this study brings to mind innumerable ideas on
teacher education. Although few new insights turned up in this study,
many standard suggestions for the improvement of teacher education
are reiterated. The study also shows how difficult it is to implement
new ideas-- even good ones. It is not enough that educators come up
with still more effective new methods or a more comprehensive plan.
Ways must be found to put promising new approaches into practice, or
else children will continue to be deprived of the fruits of reform efforts.
The study underscores the urgency of giving more attention to finding
effective strategies for implementing innovations.

It is difficult to know where to begin reflecting on the implications
of the study for teacher education because the order in which ideas are
discussed often suggests a priority of importance. In what follows the
order is not indicative of importance, although implications of the
greatest magnitude appear first.

An overriding conclusion of the study i. that the scope of teacher
education necessarily must be broad. Specifically, it must deal with
broad social issues. psychological principles. human relationships, peda-
gogical skills. institutional change, and moral values. It was conceived
broadly in the Teacher Corps' statement of purposes, but neither
money nor planning went far enough to permit this vision to be imple-
mented. For example, there was provision for school-college collabora-
tion, but teachers were not adequately involved in planning and did not
participate fully in the education of the interns. Consequently, they did
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little to and for the program. They were not sufficiently committed to
plans others had devised. When Teacher Corps interns arrived with inno-
vative ideas, teachers were more apt to resist than try to help them
succeed.

Community experience and study was also specified in Teacher
Corps plans. However, neither college professors, team leaders, nor
school teachers were adequately prepared or rewarded for leading such
experience. They were more accustomed to the traditional internship in
which interns provided direct assistance to the constituents of schools.
In most schools which employed interns, consequently, community
involvement was minimal; schools traditionally pay lip senice to com-
munity relationships but limit their contacts to school concerns.

MI of these aspects of teacher education have been advocated before.
Some have been practiced, at least for a time, in teacher education
programs. But in the Teacher Corps or elsewhere the total potential for
bringing an component.. together has never been developed and main-
tained. There seems never ti' have been the skill, conviction, money, or
long-range commitment get all of these dimensions of teacher educa-
tion into enough programs- to get therm institutionalizedto bring
about pervasive change.

Another aspect of this broad scope of teacher education is the incon-
sistency between rhetoric and practice. This is illustrated in what col-
lege professors say is good teaching and 'what they actually do in class.
It is demonstrated by what a professor knows about low-income people
and minority groups. and what he is able to do with them. It is exempli-
fied by the avowed concern of a teacher for students and his actual
behavior toward them.

There has long been agreement that claims and beliefs should be
consistent with actions. But, as with other teacher education programs,
in the Teacher Corps words and deeds were often far apart. The hypoc-
risy in this condition of teacher education is one of the educationist's
most embanassing problems, particularly as it is illustrated in diserepan-
des between verbalized educational theory and demonstrated practice
in teaching. The teat her of teachers should be a master practitioner at
whatever level she or he teaches. The teacher educator's expertise is
pedogogy. If one cannot demonstrate expertise, her or his credibility is
questionable. Clearly, to be credible. teacher educators should practice
what they preach. The Teacher Corps gave too little attention to this
discrepancy.
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The Teacher Corps plan required special situations which could
accommodate teams working together. It called fur a practicum in
which young idealists could learn to change the status quo. It needed
conditions which might challenge and entice new people into teaching.
The special situations required typically were not available. Interns who
trained in teams were not able to intern in teams. The value of teaming
was negated because it never got tested in the practicum: selected
schools weren't organized that way. If teams working together are to be
more than theoretical constructs, school settings must he at hand
where teaming interns is possible and usual.

Situations where good teaching takes place and sites where good
schools are in operation are not enough, however. They are not neces-
sarily places where interns can experience good teacher education, how-
ever "good" is defined. To put it another way, the presence of compe-
tent teachers and good teaching does not ensure competent analyses
ouzel study of teat !ling. nor a place where learning to teach is possible.
Internship sites require both examples of competent practice and prac-
titioners with the ability and desire to help a Ih.itiner learn to practice.

Again, as with other teacher education programs, there was inade-
quate site evaluation before site selection and too few conditions were
agreed upon to ensure adequate standards and a process for monitoring
standards. Consequently, teachers were not prepared substantively or
psychologically tip contribute to teacher education. In fact, there was
exploitation of interns.

Teacher educators who expect to be partners with school teachers in
producing new teachers must select their partners. and vice versa.
Sch4wis with teacher education respmsihilities should he inspected and
selected on the basis of mutually accepted criteria for teacher educa-
tion. No ordinary school can serve a clinical laboratory function, one
for which the program is financed, staffed, and equipped. It is funda-
mental that its staff should be prepared for their task in both attitude
and professional competence. If teacher centers materialize, this recom-
mendation applies to them as well.

The Teacher Corps was depicted as a new system of teacher educa-
tion. In seeking new people, in assuming the teacher should be a change
agent, in extending the school into the community, and in getting into
social action more directly. the Teacher Corps was intended to break
definitions of teacher .read school. But it never had much success in
these undertakings. In many of these efforts the programs were stymied
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by traditional ways of tit dng things. There were problems with expect-
ing new behavit it- (e.g.. from change-agent interns) without .adequate
training (sometimes without stns training) for the role to be Assumed.
But more itlipitttAnt. stittit lent attention tsar not giun to the organ.
izat tonal barriers and to the costs to thwie int ohed. in time anti
status; no c(insideratitin was gi% en to ways of sttritti nutting these bar-
riers and ct

Same will judge the Teacher Corps a failure for not achieving more in
the afro% c areas. We cannot actept that judgment. The program was less
th.itl advertised. But this study demonstrates again that. because of the
broad scope 0i teacher education. the problems were not attacked w'Ait
sufficient resources awl with effective strategies. The lesson is clear. if
tea( her education /A to Change'. there ?HUAI be sufficient balance and
repreentattun (11 all the grimps involved to assure that no efforts will
he subverted by certain groups or circumstances within the /migrant.
There mutt be a suet hani %m uf governance to deal wills decisimt making
u, that probh-pn (lin be n.udred. Btttli representatitm and governance
are difficult because teat-her education does not fit into a single institu-
tion or stnu AIR% I.ht' %V( irk structures of the schotil and college must
oserlap. but they also require spheres of autonomy. The civil and stu-ial
structure of the community is an entity which too often doesn't in-
clude the shotd and college.

Obviously. some new consortia insist be established which are formal
enough to have the power to assure that agreements made are carried
out. If school. college, and community clearly remain separate entities.
then a corporate consortium with agreements On ptupose. representa-
tion. del isietn- makllig pr,,cedures. financing. and monitoring procedures
must be set up.
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